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1 Philipp Reisner
2 This  publication  in  film  studies  was  shaped  by  the  author’s  two-year  stay  at  the
Department of Cinema and Media Studies at the University of Chicago. It takes up the
camera-eye  metaphor  in  film  culture  of  the  twentieth  century  as  something
“ontological, impervious and utopian” (1)—a metaphor taken up again in more recent
scholarship  (cf.  Laura  Sava’s  book  Theatre  Through  the  Camera  Eye:  The  Poetics  of  an
Intermedial  Encounter, Edinburgh  University  Press,  2019).  Its  eight  chapters  entitled
“Seeing-As,”  “Seeing Better and Seeing More,”  “Seeing and Writing,”  “Memory and
Traces,”  “Gestures  and  Figures,”  “Roles  and  Models,”  “Minds  and  Screens”  and
“Retrospective” shed light on the full panoply of cinematic strategies related to this
metaphor.  Other  themes  of  the  study  include  different  kinds  of  vision,  blending,
figuration, and conceptions of identity, person and subjectivity (chapters five to seven),
as well as the role of the diary and autobiography (chapters two to four).
3 Starting with Euclid’s Optics, Quendler makes clear early on that he intends to write an
intellectual history from the point of view of film studies, a topic Quendler has worked
on elsewhere (2–3; 235; “Autopsy and Autography in the First Decades of Cinema,” AAA:
Arbeiten aus Anglistik  und Amerikanistik 37.2 (2012) 163–85).  This strategy reflects the
general tendency in film studies to favor recent history at the expense of a broader
historical contextualization of the medium.
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4 In his short introduction, Quendler offers a thorough overview of the history of the
metaphor  of  the  camera eye  from a  philosophical  perspective,  before  providing an
overview of the chapters. Theoretically, he draws substantially on Mark Turner’s and
Gilles Fauconnier’s theory of conceptual blending. They argue that all human learning
consists of blends of metaphors based on simple bodily experiences (Gilles Fauconnier
and  Mark  Turner,  The  Way  We  Think:  Conceptual  Blending  and  The  Mind’s  Hidden
Complexities,  Basic  Books,  2002).  Philosophically,  both  works  fall  short  of  relating
nineteenth-century idealism and more generally the epistemology of Romanticism (so
relevant to his treatment of the redefintion of the self through the use of the camera in
chapter six)  to the birth of  cinema; they also fail  to relate their own concern with
learning processes to twentieth-century educational theories such as constructivism.
This oversight is likely due to their uncritical trust in the cognitive sciences.
5 The strength of Quendler’s work lies not so much in the theoretical framing of the
history  of  film,  but  in  his  choice  of  filmic  works  and  careful  interpretations.  This
includes the work of Cecil Hepworth (1874-1953, A Day with the Gypsies, 1906), Robert
Montgomery (1904–81, Lady in the Lake, 1947), Philippe Harel (*1956, La femme défendue,
1997), Jerome Hill (1905-71), Stan Brakhage (1933-2003), Carolee Schneemann (*1939),
Michael  Powell  (1905-90,  Peeping Tom,  1960),  Betrand Tavernier  (*1941,  Death Watch,
1980),  Julian  Schnabel  (*1951),  and  Gaspar  Noé  (*1936).  Quendler  expertly  relates
theoretical  questions  and  reflections  to  close  readings  of  filmic  strategies;  taken
together, these analyses make a substantial, if necessarily highly selective, contribution
to the history of film in the twentieth century. He is especially to be commended for
considering the relation between novelistic  and autobiographical  narrative patterns
and camera perspective, providing a history of his guiding metaphor, for addressing a
wide range of research literature and source material, and for interpreting so many
important  films,  including  early  and  more  recent  productions.  The  well-edited,
illustrated volume contains a bibliography and an index (ix; 223-40; 241-50).
6 Overall,  Quendler reads the history of  the camera eye from the perspective of  film
theory and cognitive and critical theory (Guattari and Deleuze, cf. 187-90). That is, he is
not interested in assembling all the visual (and narrative) cultures that preceded and
accompanied  the  establishment  of  film  and  the  camera-eye  metaphor.  It  will  be
interesting to see how Quendler engages with these aspects of film studies in his future
work, especially given his interest in the history of early film. In addition, the strong
Western bias of this study (French, British and American) could have been announced
more  clearly  from  the  outset;  generally,  a  bit  more  terminological  and  theoretical
modesty would have strengthened the main arguments of the text. Such an approach
places too much emphasis on the novelty of film as an artistic and narrative medium,
rather than on its historical relativity and diverse cultural sources. Despite this minor
critique, the work is an excellent survey and would be a useful addition to any library
with a focus on film and media studies in particular and American cultural history in
general.
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